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ANNIE BREES (INTRO)
Welcome to Balance365 Life Radio, a podcast that delivers honest conversations about food,
fitness, weight, and wellness. I'm your host Annie Brees, along with co-founder Jennifer
Campbell. Together we have a team of personal trainers and nutritionists who coach 1000s of
women daily and are on a mission to help women feel happy, healthy, and confident in their
bodies on their own terms. Join us here every week as we discuss hot topics pertaining to our
physical, mental, and emotional well-being with amazing guests. Enjoy.

ANNIE
Hello, everyone, happy Wednesday, or whatever the day happens to be when you're listening to
this episode. Today, we want to talk about something that comes up often in conversations and
that is feeling stuck, like, ugh, just stuck. I've been there. Jen's been there. You likely have been
there. You may have even found yourself knowing what you want to do or should do but still
struggling to take action. Why is that? Why can I not just do the thing that I want to do? On
today's episode, Jen and I dig into the four reasons why you might be stuck and how to navigate
that. But first we kick it off with how change actually occurs. And hint, there's more to changing
than changing or not changing. Before we get going into this episode, if you haven't heard our
super popular workshop, "Cut the Crap: How to Simplify Weight Loss and Get Out of Your Own
Way" is going down soon. This workshop is filled with the tough love and compassionate truth
that many of you have come to count on Jen and myself for you can find the link to register for
this workshop at balance365life.com/free-workshop We can't wait to see you there. Enjoy.

ANNIE
Jen, do you ever get stuck?

JEN CAMPBELL
Yeah, of course I do. Do you ever get stuck, Annie?

ANNIE
Never. [Laughs] No, I'm just kidding.

JEN
Stop it.

ANNIE
Yes, I certainly have gotten stuck. I think more often though, I feel maybe not stuck for
prolonged periods of time. Maybe it's because I practice some of the things that we are going to
talk about in this episode. So it's maybe shorter, just temporary feelings of being stuck.



JEN
Yes. Well, you do have the advantage of being a coach, understanding behavioral science,
being surrounded by coaches. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Great, maybe even detrimental, levels of self-awareness.

JEN
Yes, I'll put my hand up and say I still get can get very stuck in things. And there are certain
areas of my life that are, I can get more sticky to than others. I'll just admit it. Everybody knows
this about me, if they have listened to the podcast for any amount of time, exercise is an area
that I get very stuck in. When I slide out of a good exercise habit, it takes me a very - it seems to
take me a very long time to slide back in.

ANNIE
No, I've never heard you talk about that before.

JEN
[Laughs] Have you heard? I broke my wrist two years ago. [Laughs]

ANNIE
You know, we got an Instagram DM about that.

JEN
I know, I think it's, I just love that everybody knows me and can share in Annie's joy of laughing
at me. But the thing is, is that I don't want anyone to feel ashamed about that. So I am sharing
that right out of the gates here that I also get stuck. And a great way to get unstuck is to get
coaching.

ANNIE
By a Balance365 coach.

JEN
[Laughs] Yeah.

ANNIE
[Laughs]

JEN
Yeah. So let's, want to get into it?

ANNIE
Yeah, let's talk about change.



JEN
Yeah, and so change can feel like a complicated and messy process. And part of the reason it
might feel messy is because the average person sees change in a very dichotomous way.
They're changing or they're not changing. And just so we're all clear going into this podcast,
change is not a black and white concept, which means feeling stuck isn't a black and white
concept either. There's actually stages of change a person goes through on their way to
establishing a consistent habit. And you could be stuck within any of these stages.

ANNIE
And so even if you're not yet taking action, is what you're saying, Jen, or not like engaging in
intentional behavior change, that doesn't mean you aren't in fact changing.

JEN
Yeah. And so, why I bring this up is because I used to think of change in a very dichotomous
way. It was either I was doing the thing, or I was not doing the thing. And when you're doing the
thing, you're very proud of yourself, look at me, I'm doing it. And when you're not doing the
thing, you are kind of down and you are, you know, maybe feeling shame, why can't I get going?
All of those things. And now that I personally understand stages of change, I can identify where
I'm at. And you may not be in the action stage, which we'll get into the five stages right after this,
but you can identify that you are in a different stage of change. You're on your way.

ANNIE
And I think part of the issue is when you think of it as a black and white situation, I'm either
doing it or not doing it, people can jump to doing it, and skip over some necessary and helpful
stages of change.

JEN
Yeah, absolutely.

ANNIE
Like, the actual planning and the consideration, which we're going to get into.

JEN
Yeah, absolutely. So they might try jump over, you know, we'll get into this, but, they're just
taking action, and they keep sliding back and taking action and sliding back -

ANNIE
Yeah, hi New Year's resolutions.

JEN
Yes, absolutely. So there's five stages of change. And they are pre-contemplation,
contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance. And then the other concept that we need to
talk about, if we're going to be talking about change, is relapse. And relapse is when you
abandon the behavior and go back to what you were doing. Or we could also say lapse, and



lapse would be like a few inconsistencies. And then relapse is like a total return to the old
behavior.

ANNIE
Yeah. Okay. So let's talk about pre-contemplation.

JEN
So pre-contemplation is when you are not ready, you may think things like, I won't, I won't do
that, or I can't do that. And that may be because you're not interested in the change, or you
don't believe in your ability to be able to do the change. So I'll think of, somebody in my life who
smoked as long as I can remember. And that individual I can see in the pre-contemplation stage
of change for much of my childhood. And I believe that that person didn't believe that they could
quit.

ANNIE
Or other like, signs of pre-contemplation is they may not even see that their behavior is
problematic.

JEN
Yeah, absolutely.

ANNIE
They think like, well, this thing that I'm doing hasn't shown to be harmful yet, like I haven't had
any poor side effects or consequences. Or they may not even be aware that like, this is the thing
that is harmful.

JEN
Absolutely. So here's what I would say. People who, fad dieters who aren't yet aware about the
harms of fad dieting, and how much the detrimental impact it has on their life are in the
pre-contemplation stage of change with quitting dieting. So it's so funny because a lot of people
come to us and talk about their, you know, their mom or their sister, or, you know, someone they
love is still dieting, and it's like, how do I talk to them about this? And it's like, well, they're in the
pre-contemplation stage, they're not even aware that this behavior is harmful. And if you come
out of the gates, telling them that they're going to look at you like, what?

ANNIE
Just in general, the pros to changing your behavior at this point, in the pre-contemplation stage
are really, really low. Or maybe not even in existence and the pros to staying the same are really
high.

JEN
Yes, absolutely.

ANNIE



Oh, I also want to say, too, that you can stay in any of these stages for a few seconds, or years.

JEN
Or your whole life, which we'll talk about in this next stage called contemplation. And this is
when you're thinking about change. So you might be thinking things like, maybe, maybe I'll join
a gym, maybe I'll go to bed earlier. And the thing is, is that you, you could be stuck here for
years. We could talk about my exercise habit. [Laughs] And I think probably many people
listening will be familiar with the contemplation stage of change.

ANNIE
Yeah, I mean, it sounds, it's just like, it sounds you're contemplating. You're thinking. You're
thinking about it. Yeah.

JEN
Yeah. And at that point, the pros and cons are, you know, about equal.

ANNIE
Yeah, they're starting to shift.

JEN
Yeah, so you're seeing the benefits of that change. But there is like just as many drawbacks or
barriers in your mind.

ANNIE
Which we've also talked about that sounding like ambivalence in other podcasts, like you see an
equal number of pros and cons to changing and staying the same.

JEN
Absolutely. So the preparation stage of change, stage three is when you've decided you're going
to take action. So the pros outweigh the drawbacks. And you're going to take action, it's
probably going to happen, you know, pretty soon. And you'll be thinking things like, I will, I will
do this. And in this stage, you're either working on or you've overcome most of your change
resistance, or at least you've identified the barriers and you're ready to work around them. And
you've also developed a strong motivator for change.

ANNIE
Yeah. So for all of the Balance365ers out here, this might sound like, I purchased Fat Loss
Foundations.

JEN
Yes.

ANNIE



I joined coaching, I purchase the Emotional Eating Workshop, and you're gathering the
resources, or you bought the running shoes, you joined the gym, you're mapping out your plan
of attack, you're prepping for action.

JEN
Absolutely. So, and for anyone who has bought our Emotional Eating course, or bought the Fat
Loss Foundations course, or has joined coaching, that's absolutely preparation. And I see
people say things like, "Oh, I bought this, I can't believe I haven't opened it," or, "I joined
coaching. And I'm already feeling behind." And I would say, slow down, slow down, we're
working through the stages of change here. It's okay that you didn't jump right into action,
maybe you need to, you're just in that preparation stage. And you just need to sit there for a
moment. And also you can get coaching that will help you get to action.

ANNIE
Here's the tricky thing about this stage, though, is that it can feel like the steps you are taking in
the preparation stage are in fact action. But when we're talking about these stages, we're talking
about change as it relates to specific behaviors.

JEN
I also think that...Yeah, so it's like, so here's a great example, Annie got a Peloton, and she's
been trying to talk me into getting a Peloton, and this is not my first rodeo, friends, I am not
buying another piece of exercise equipment and not using it. And so I have said to Annie that,
that is my fear, that I will buy a very expensive piece of exercise equipment, and it will have an
inch of dust on it within a month. And, or, you know, a clothing rack to dry clothes or whatever.
And so because I have this awareness of myself, first of all, and that I am, I could very easily get
stuck in the preparation stage of change where I'm just buying things to prepare to workout. And
what happens is I end up just feeling bad about it and slipping back into contemplation, thinking
that, you know, I'm just maybe not meant to exercise or whatever stories I tell myself.

ANNIE
Because I think sometimes when people buy the thing, thinking that that is going to be the
springboard for continued action after.

JEN
Yeah.

ANNIE
And it's like, no, you actually got to get on the bike. [Laughs]

JEN
Yeah, so that's the actual action. And so, and the other thing is that just understanding that the
preparation, you know, as you pointed out, it can make people feel like they're taking action.
And so in my own life, when I look at change, in particular, to exercise as something that I do
find a harder behavior for me to maintain, I am just very careful now that I don't mistake



preparation for action. And I'm very self-aware that buying a Peloton would probably make me
feel really good. It would probably make me feel like I'm going to take action. But for me in
particular, as far as the Peloton goes, what I've realized is I need to take the action and show
myself that I'm well on my way to having a consistent exercise habit and then make the big
purchase.

ANNIE
Okay, so then we've got pre-contemplation, contemplation, preparation, and then, then… Fourth
stage in here. We get to action.

JEN
Action. Yeah. So action stage is when you start doing the thing you committed to and you might
be thinking things like I am. This is the stage that we call practicing in Balance365. It's when we
are forming new habits and keep practicing, is something our members will be familiar with
hearing from us, just keep practicing. And then next stage, fifth stage is the maintenance stage.
And this is when you've established a habit. And you might be thinking something like I still am.
And it's usually around six months after the initial behavior has started or changed. I think that's
a little bit arguable. But that is what the textbooks tell us. And this is when people are feeling
confident that they can continue. Often, but not always, the podcast guests that individuals hear
us interview, they are in the maintenance stage of change. So one thing that we often ask
people, when they come on our podcast to share their experience with us is, "Do you think this
is sustainable?" And often, always, [laughs] what we hear is, yes, this feels absolutely
sustainable. Well, that tells me that they are in the maintenance stage of change. They have
fully integrated those changes that we taught them in the Balance365 program.

ANNIE
Yes.

JEN
www.balance365.com.

BOTH
[Laugh]

ANNIE
No shame, no shame.

JEN
[Laughs]

ANNIE
If we aren't going to hype our own program, there's something wrong, right?

BOTH



[Laugh]

JEN
So, it's also important to remember lapses or relapses back to previous stages are totally
normal, even when you've hit the maintenance stage. It does not mean you failed, it means you
are human. Everybody lapses, which means they are inconsistent from time to time, or relapses
returns to old behaviors. At some point, there is no shame in the relapse game, my friends, just
you know, reach out for help. We're all doing our best out here. And there is support for that. So
what I'll say about our members is that they come on, they're super pumped about their new
lifestyle, they're in the maintenance stage, but it's totally possible that our members relapse or
lapse at some point. And whether they feel they have the skills to work through that themselves
and get back on track, or they maybe they rejoin coaching or reconnect with our community or
the accountability group that they had when they were with us. Yeah. All good stuff.

ANNIE
I think this is an important point. Because so often, when people have a lapse or a relapse in
behavior, they assume that either they or the program are defective or faulty. And like, "Oh, this
clearly didn't work. It didn't stick for the, you know, eternity." Therefore, to like jump ship and find
another process. Like maybe you just need to just -

JEN
Recommit. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Pick yourself up, dust yourself off, and keep going.

JEN
Yeah, very helpful to reconnect with your core values, reconnect with the reason that you
committed to the changes in the first place, and get started. Yeah, and I mean, we can relapse
in any behaviors, right? So me and my husband have done a fair bit of marriage counseling,
and we have learned and practice many skills for getting along better. And we have relapses as
well, where we don't use the skills that we were taught by our marriage counselor, and we have
some blow-up fight. And afterwards, it's like, "Oh, we didn't do the thing we said we were gonna
do when things get tense around here." [Laughs]

ANNIE
Yes.

JEN
So it's literally anywhere, relationship skills, eating skills, fitness, parenting, etc.

ANNIE
Hmm. Parenting, yeah.



JEN
Mm-hmm. You drifted away there for a moment. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Yeah. I was thinking about all the times I get frustrated with, you know, the disrespect or you
know, the just resistance to heed my advice. And then my pendulum swings. And I run a very,
very tight ship for a few days or a week.

JEN
Do you, then do pendulum swing back?

ANNIE
And then I'm like, "This is hard." [Laughs] "This is more work."

JEN
Yeah. And so. So these stages of change are happening and everybody in many different areas
of their life when they're considering change, and they're happening in our kids as well when
they are considering change. Right?

ANNIE
Absolutely. Okay, so we've got a good foundation, hopefully a good, that was brief, but a good
foundation for understanding the stages of change, right? So it's not like you're changing or
you're not. And the four reasons we're going to cover, as you said, Jen, earlier in the podcast,
you could see these things pop up in any of those stages.

JEN
Yeah, so they might be keeping you stuck in a certain stage, just the way you're approaching the
problem, or it's just a story, it's a story you have that prevents you from moving into a new stage
of change. And ultimately, what we'll acknowledge here is most people want to move towards
action. So all of the advice that we give today is about moving you towards action. And then at
some point, sustained action. So number one, should we go?

ANNIE
Yeah, go for it.

JEN
So first of all, I just want to say there are many different reasons. There's no like cookie-cutter
guideline here that we can apply to all people. These are four common ones. When Annie and I
sat down to talk about this, this is what her and I came up with as the most four common
reasons we see people get stuck in our community. Okay, so number one, the number one
reason that you are stuck is your sentences start with "I should" when you are talking about
change. So the belief here is that I think, if you talk about it long enough, one day, you might do
it.



ANNIE
I would say this, there's maybe some iterations of "I should" for listeners, that might not sound
like "I should," it might also sound like, "I must," "I've got to -"

JEN
"I have to," "I need to," yeah, totally.

ANNIE
And all of that, like from a change, or from a coach perspective, this is what we would call
change talk. So when we're listening to members speak, we're listening for literally your
language for what you're describing -

JEN
Yeah, absolutely.

ANNIE
And when we hear those things, that's kind of like a hat tip, you are expressing a need.

JEN
You're expressing a need, and I can identify what stage of change this person likely is in, which
informs me what coaching skills are required during that session.

ANNIE
Yeah. So what stage would you say this is in?

JEN
This is major contemplation stage. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Yeah. Yeah, this is like pre-commitment.

JEN
Yeah, so this is, the truth here is that this keeps you stuck. Because it keeps you it keeps you
saying "I should" and just, you know, ruminating on those types of sentences keeps you stuck in
the contemplation stage. And again, many people get stuck here for years, some people might
get stuck here forever. And people can remain in this stage for a long time and just become
chronic contemplators, because they can't imagine themselves behaving in any different way, or
they don't know how to change. So the reality is, is that you could really want to exercise and
you might be saying, often, "I really should exercise, I need to exercise." But you actually don't
know how to get out of this contemplation stage, which we will talk about in some of these
further points for why you're stuck. And the truth is, you need to stop having the same
conversation with yourself.

ANNIE



Yeah.

JEN
When you start a sentence with "I should," you are also expressing an obligation. And what I
want to know is, what do you desire? Like, what do you want? Starting a sentence with "I
should" is very different than starting a sentence with "I want."

ANNIE
And if that is true, if you can truly honestly say whatever you are "shoulding," that you want, that
can be a great way to, like take a step towards commitment.

JEN
Or step away, right? So it's okay, I was talking to a woman yesterday who, there was a lot of
shoulds coming. And when I brought that to her attention, and offered her that a should is often
an obligation. She said, "You're right. This feels like a huge obligation. I don't want to exercise
right now." And so that's also okay, because what I personally think is being stuck in this
contemplation stage of change is exhausting. Like telling...It's, and actually what it is, it is called
ambivalence. Annie mentioned that earlier. And so the goal here is to resolve your ambivalence,
to either commit and figure out a way forward or to say, "You know, no," or, "Not now," and just
release yourself of the burden. Two years ago, after the pandemic started, I had this
conversation with you, Annie, I don't know if you remember, where I was doing a lot of...I had
just broken my wrist.

ANNIE
[Laughs]

JEN
I'm not sure if you heard, and it was just around the time when I was supposed to be going back
and going to rehab getting back to physio. The pandemic started, everything shut down here for
three months. And I was ruminating on some shoulds around, "I need to get moving again," and
also very stressed, three kids at home, homeschooling, it was, you know, a gong show for
everybody. And you said to me one day, "What if you just stopped worrying about it?" And I was
like, "Oh, that feels good. I need to put exercise over here for a bit."

ANNIE
Yeah.

JEN
Yeah. So that's also a great goal in that stage is to say, "You know what, not now, and that's
okay with me," so that you can just release yourself from that obligation and thinking about it.

ANNIE
Yeah,I want to be clear, though, that changing your language, you can't just change your words,
and therefore change your stage of change. And then like, continue to just truck along, like, this



has to really feel in alignment and feel true to you to be beneficial. Like, forcing yourself to
change your language and commit to something or commit to even honoring a desire or a lack
of desire that you want or don't want inauthentically isn't going to be helpful.

JEN
What I think is key here is shifting away from that all obligatory conversation you're having
yourself, into, like, an autonomous conversation. And there's so much conditioning that we have
as far as what we should be doing. And that's just an honest conversation that we each need to
have with ourselves have like, you know, "What's realistic here? Like, what do I autonomously
want." But you know, when we get to our last point, I want to dive into that a little bit more. But
what I'm going to suggest is, if you are stuck in this situation, is to start asking yourself better
questions than ruminating on "I should." Number one, ask yourself, "What are the two
competing desires here?" You have a desire to change and a desire to stay the same. Why is
that? Here are rewards in staying the same. So the pros and cons are about equal here. And I
think it's okay to acknowledge that there are rewards, there are benefits to staying the same to
just, and for some, just as many as changing. Next question you could ask yourself is, "What
are the pros and cons of making this change?" There may, there is likely going to be some
drawbacks to change. That's why people struggle with change, right? Because change is
uncomfortable. There are drawbacks in change whether it's cost you time, cost you energy,
might be costing you money.

ANNIE
Yeah, there's, regardless of how great that change is, there's likely going to be some friction,
because it's new. And regardless of how harmful your current behaviors are, or unhelpful,
there's likely no friction, you're maintaining it pretty effortlessly.

JEN
[Laughs] Yeah.

ANNIE
If naturally, regardless of how good the change is for you, it's going to be difficult.

JEN
Yes, I just had this conversation with, I'm going to say her name, Carly. She knows, she knows
the exact conversation that her and I were having. Next question, you could ask yourself, "What
are the pros and cons of continuing on the path I'm on?" So it's kind of like flipping, having the
opposite conversation. And then lastly, "What are some smaller steps I can take to reach my
goal?" So if you do want to change, what are just some baby steps you could start taking
towards it.

ANNIE
Yeah, like that, I mean, you can even like try it on, you know?

JEN



Yeah. Oh, I love that. Yes.

ANNIE
What would it be like if I just tried this for a day?

JEN
Yes. So this is something we do in coaching and it blows people's minds, it is...So let's use a
sleep habit, for example. Lots of women in Balance365 have a resistance to better quality, more
sleep, going to bed earlier. We all are familiar with that revenge nighttime situation. And so just
saying, what if you tried going, you don't have to commit to this. Just try it. Try it for one night,
two nights. And if you don't like it, go right back to what you were doing before.

ANNIE
We're like in the dressing room, at a nice department store, and we're shopping and I'm like, "I
know this really isn't your style that you'd normally gravitate towards."

JEN
[Laughs]

ANNIE
"I think this might work. Just try it on, just for fun. Just real quick."

JEN
And people are, I think more open to action, I guess moving to the action stage. If it's not, this
feels like this enormous commitment that they have to do forever. I love that strategy.

ANNIE
If that feels like too much, too, another way to work around this could be maybe committing to
doing a little bit more investigation on the pros of said change. So to stick with this sleep
example. Maybe you listen to our podcast on the importance of sleep or you read a book about
how detrimental sleep deprivation is. [Laughs.] And, again, you don't have to, you don't have to
actually change your behaviors. But you're you're at least moving. Again, if this is something in
alignment with what you want, you're moving from the pre-contemplation, contemplation, to the
preparation stage.

JEN
Yeah, at least get yourself into preparation.

ANNIE
I love it.

JEN



So let's go on to the second reason that you may feel stuck or find yourself getting stuck. And
that is that you avoid mindset work. So the reality is some people are very doubtful that
spending time on mindset is worthwhile. Do you see that, Annie?

ANNIE
Oh, yeah.

JEN
They skip on over it. [Laughs] So the belief I think is like, it's just not for me.

ANNIE
Or tying it into the whole podcast topic about stages of change. They might not see the benefit
of mindset work, or they might not even realize how influential their thoughts are, and how their
current thoughts are harming more than helping.

JEN
Who, so maybe this section is going to help people get into the action stage of change where
they start working on their mindset.

ANNIE
Yeah.

JEN
I like it. Yeah. So the truth is not doing mindset work keeps you stuck, because it keeps you
thinking about problems, setbacks, barriers to change the same way you always have. And in
our members, the women who joined Balance365, do you know how many of them say they
want to find a way to lose weight without restriction?

ANNIE
Well, I know, but -

JEN
100%. [Laughs]

ANNIE
All of them.

JEN
And do you know what 90% of that journey is going to look like?

ANNIE
Mindset work. [Laughs]

JEN



Yes. Ding, ding, ding. So in our Cut the Crap workshop, we talk about this, we talk about how
women get trapped in these restrictive dieting cycles because of their dieter identities. They
don't just diet, they aren't just taking action on restrictive dieting. They think like a dieter, they
feel like a dieter, and then they act like a dieter. So if you are still thinking and feeling like a
dieter, and then trying to make non-diet change on top of that, it's just not going to work.
Because those thoughts and feelings are going to keep driving you back to dieting action.

ANNIE
No, you have got a foundation that needs like some major repairs, it's got some cracks, it's like
some bricks are falling off. And you're over here trying to change the shutters.

JEN
Yes, absolutely.

BOTH
[Laugh]

JEN
So if you want to break the cycle, you're going to have to learn to think differently. And this is
where mindset work comes in. And this is where I think we really shine in Balance365. You need
to think differently about your body, you need to think differently about food, you need to think
differently about weight loss. And you need to think differently about your own abilities.

ANNIE
The abilities is huge.

JEN
Yes, absolutely.

ANNIE
I can think of two conversations this week alone, where women have come on, and they have
said, "I totally understand the Balance365 philosophy and approach, I see how it works for other
women. I am having trouble applying consistently to my life." And with some further questioning,
what it really boils down to is, things like I don't believe that small changes are gonna lead to
results. I don't believe that I can actually lose weight.

JEN
Yeah, like they, or, I don't believe that I will follow through with things I say I'm going to do, like
they really lack just belief in themselves.

ANNIE
Yeah. And if you don't address those beliefs, you can try all the behavior change, all the
strategies, all the tools in the toolbox, you're still probably going to have, working against a lot of
resistance.



JEN
Yeah. And so you know, what we work on in Balance365 is shifting people away from what we
call a fixed mindset towards a growth mindset. And I won't get into this here because we have
other podcasts solely about this. But many people do have a fixed mindset. It's not one or the
other, right? It's kind of a spectrum, and you might have a growth mindset in some areas, fixed
in the other, but I think often our experience with diet culture and our experience, you know,
quote-unquote failing multiple diets can be conducive to developing a fixed mindset. Right? The
diet industry has a fixed mindset. And so a fixed mindset means you believe things are what
they are. Your abilities are fixed.

ANNIE
Yeah, no amount of effort is really gonna change your situation.

JEN
And the goal of moving towards a growth mindset is to move towards the belief that you can
grow and change that you can learn.

ANNIE
Yep.

JEN
Okay. Third reason that you get stuck is you only do things when you feel like doing it.

ANNIE
This is my favorite one.

JEN
Yeah, I know, I want to - why don't you take it away?

ANNIE
I think people have this expectation for change, that they are always going to feel like doing the
thing that they committed to. And while you might feel like that early on in the journey, because
it's still new and shiny, I guarantee you, there will come a day, or days when you don't want to
do the thing that you committed to. And if you're using your feelings, your current desires as the
filter for if you do the thing or not, like, you're probably going to be inconsistent, because
feelings come and go and ebb and flow and rise and fall. And sometimes they're super intense,
and sometimes they're more mild. But a better barometer, in my opinion, for doing the thing or
not, instead of your feelings, is your commitment. Like, what did I commit to? This is the thing
that I'm doing, regardless of how I feel.

JEN
Yeah, it's kind of, you have to, this requires developing some self-awareness and not allowing
your life to be led by feelings, or thoughts for that matter. And I love the analogy of - thoughts



and feelings are like the weather. It comes and goes. And so we don't only go to work,
something else that might be important to some people listening. We don't only go to work when
it's sunny out. We also get up and go to work when it's raining, when there's a blizzard. All kinds
of different weather. And so applying that to your desired change, say, let's use exercise again,
for an example. We don't just exercise when it's sunny. When we feel good about it, when we're
feeling motivated. We exercise when we are P.O.ed about something, we exercise when we
don't feel like it. In coaching, we call this shifting towards values-led action rather than feelings
lead action.

ANNIE
Yes.

JEN
Which is like big points back for doing the mindset work.

ANNIE
I just had this conversation about how my desire even though generally I enjoy working out, my
desire recently to lift has been pretty low. And it's been low for a while, which I just have kind of
noted and put on my radar and like curious about it, just observing it. And it might, ultimately if it
sticks around, if there's a prolonged disinterest in lifting, maybe I will make some changes, but
more often than not, this is fleeting, and it will go away. And I said, after my lifting session, I said,
that future me is so proud and thankful for present me, but present me is annoyed [laughs] with
the ambition of past me. The version of me that was like, "No, we're gonna do this thing. We're
gonna do this workout." But I did that because as you said it was in alignment with my values. I
want to be a woman who, as I've said many times, gives herself not just what she wants, but
also what she needs. And what I needed to do was looking at my week ahead, my workout time
was limited. I needed to get that workout in today. Otherwise it wasn't going to happen at all.
You know?

JEN
Yeah. I love how you said If this continues, you might reassess because, you know, your
feelings about it right now might be fleeting, and it might stick around, which can have you
reassessing, but that's a great segue into the fourth reason people get stuck. And that is that
they are wrapped up in their perfectionist identity. And so if Annie was a perfectionist, she might
feel this resistance to working out for some time, like it doesn't pass like the weather, and then
quit. Because she if she can't do a perfect workout, if she can't do that perfect program that she
committed to, she's not doing anything at all. Instead, I know Annie, and I know she practices
imperfect action. Her reassessment might be, "What am I willing to do today?" Or, "How does
this need to change to meet me where I'm at?" And so, there's a belief that perfectionists have,
and it is, if I can't do something perfectly, why bother? And that's, that's more like an
unconscious operating system than something you are literally saying to yourself, but
perfectionists will probably be very familiar with resistance to doing anything half-assed. So a
resistance, I see it all the time in our members, "Hey, if you can't do a full workout, just, can you
go in and do half? Can you do commit to a walk around the block?"



ANNIE
What? No, that's ridiculous. That's not worth my time. [Laughs]

JEN
Yeah, no. [Laughs]

ANNIE
That makes me feel gross inside.

JEN
Yes, it feels worse than not then doing nothing. So a perfectionist, and that's because
perfectionists are terrified of failure. So unless conditions are just right, they don't do anything.

ANNIE
Yes.

JEN
And this really keeps a lot of people stuck. Because the truth is successful people are taking
imperfect action towards their goals, and successful people are failing a lot. And as you work to
practice imperfect action, you are going to have to face your humanity, you are going to have to
face that you are not a robot. And that is hard for perfectionists.

ANNIE
It is. But if this, I know perfectionists like to be you know, A+ students. So, and I will find the link
to this study, I just read about it. This one study in particular said that the failure rate for optimal
learning… Optimal. Just like sit with that for a moment. Optimal learning has a failure rate.
Optimal learning is not you get it perfect all the time. Optimal learning has a failure rate, and it's
15% of the time. So when you look at your commitment, actually striving for failing 15 out of
every 100 reps, so to speak, you know, like, out of every 50 workouts, you're missing seven-ish
of them, or whatever that is, like that is for optimal learning. How freeing does that feel?

JEN
I read that same study.

ANNIE
Did you?

JEN
Casey-Jo.

ANNIE
Yeah, yeah.



JEN
Yeah. It's just like, I don't know, if we're driving that point home to people, like optimal learning
involves failing. Like, that's what, anything, your optimal learning involves failing.

ANNIE
Let me just like feed that perfectionist in you, if you want to be really good at something as
perfectionists do, it will require you to fail.

JEN
Yes. And I also think there is an enormous amount of value here in just acknowledging that this
is an area for me, and if I want to become someone, I guess who is successful, I'm going to
have to practice failing. And you're going to have to practice doing things imperfectly. And it can
be just something that just, you know, you have to, I guess realize you have to do, and look at
your life and say, "Where can I practice doing things imperfectly?" So say if we were going to
compare this to cleaning a house, like if you have a very all or nothing perfectionist's thinking
about cleanliness, you might avoid, say, cleaning a bathroom because you can't, you don't have
time to do the whole thing. Well clean the sink, and walk away.

ANNIE
I don't like it.

BOTH
[Laugh]

JEN
And so this is, I really identify as a perfectionist. Various reasons why we should have a guest
on to talk about where perfectionist comes from. But I remember it was about eight years ago,
my kids were really little, I remember starting this practice of imperfection. And I use the sink as
an example because that's where I started. I would, you know, overwhelmed, three little kids,
house is a disaster at all times. I remember when my three, I put all three kids in the bath
together and I would think just clean the sink while they're in the bath. And what you find over
time, suddenly you realize what a lie perfectionism is, and how actually, you're making the
progress that you've always been trying to make as soon as you start taking imperfect action.

ANNIE
Yeah. And again, to circle back to what we talked about at the beginning of this podcast. There
might be perfectionists listening that think, "No, my perfectionism is not a problem. It's actually
the thing that has brought me success and results and it is what is required to get success and
results." Like, hi, you're pre-contemplation. [Laughs]

JEN
Hi. [Laughs]

ANNIE



That's where you're at.

JEN
And also, why are you here? Why are you listening to this podcast?

ANNIE
But getting curious about like, "Huh, you know, I'm hearing all these other kind of perfectionists,
self-identified perfectionists say that they've gotten really great results and they reduce the
stress and overwhelmed by taking imperfect action. Like, I'm really like, I'm curious about that."
And, you know, then now we're in contemplation and -

JEN
Yes. Yeah. So to summarize the four reasons you get stuck, number one, your sentences start
with I should. Number two, you avoid mindset work. Number three, you only do things when you
feel like it and number four, you're wrapped up in your perfectionist identity.

ANNIE
Beautiful. I love it.

JEN
Okay, well, thanks, everybody for listening. Thank you Annie for your time.

ANNIE
Thank you. We'll talk soon.

JEN
Bye-bye.

ANNIE (OUTRO)
Hey, everyone, if your mind has been blown while listening to this podcast, just wait until you
work with us. Let us help you level up your health and wellness habits and your life inside
Balance365 coaching, head on over to balance365.co to join coaching.


